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by Jonathan Keates

For would-be biographers, William Shakespeare is 
a veritable Cheshire cat, a now-you-see-him-now-
you-don’t figure par excellence. The mirage of his 

life, alternating occasional vivid images with areas of utter 
blankness, helps the man himself to stay tantalisingly 
out of reach and keeps the questions coming. Who was 
Shakespeare, what was Shakespeare and, most often of 
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L’eccentrico Trio del  
Castello di Montegufoni

by Serena Cenni

Forse non molti sanno che lo splendido castello 
di Montegufoni, che si erge nelle vicinanze di 
Montespertoli, in pieno Chianti, e che, dal 1972, è di 

proprietà della famiglia Posarelli appartenne, per almeno 
sei decenni del Novecento, ad aristocratici inglesi che, 
affascinati dalla sua storia e dalla sua bellezza, ne fecero la 
loro residenza alternativa all’altrettanto splendido maniero di 
Renishaw Hall, nel Derbyshire.  

Risalente al XII secolo e poi passato, nel Quattrocento, 
nelle mani della ricca e potente famiglia Acciaioli che 
lo possedette fino al 1823 e che, nei secoli, lo restaurò 
dotandolo di stupendi affreschi, una grotta con statue, una 
cappella e giardini a terrazze, il Castello di Montegufoni 
fu comprato, nel 1910, da Sir George Sitwell che riuscì 
dopo anni di restauri, per le condizioni di abbandono in 
cui l’aveva trovato, a riportarlo all’antica bellezza, a cui 
aggiunse un tocco di modernità: lo splendido studiolo 
affrescato da Gino Severini negli anni Venti del Novecento 
con i personaggi della Commedia dell’Arte, e da allora 
chiamato Sala delle Maschere.

Abitato nei mesi invernali, primaverili e autunnali da Sir 
George e dalla sua famiglia fino allo scoppio della seconda 
guerra mondiale, il castello (che dal 1942 al 1945 ospitò e 
nascose 261 opere d’arte, tra cui la Venere del Botticelli, 
per salvarle dalle razzie tedesche), passò, nel 1943, al figlio 
Osbert che, con la morte del padre, ereditò anche il titolo di 
baronetto. Secondogenito di Sir George, Osbert condivise 
fin dall’adolescenza con la sorella Edith, maggiore di tredici 
anni, e il fratello minore Sachaverell, lunghi soggiorni nel 
castello toscano aprendolo ad una selezionata aristocrazia 
internazionale e alla migliore intellighenzia cosmopolita.

Colti, raffinatissimi e snob, i tre fratelli Sitwell formarono fin 
dall’infanzia un trio unico e affettivamente molto unito, vuoi 
per la rigida educazione tardo-vittoriana che prevedeva un 
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the teaching of love, education and specialisation, which 
the School gives to the students. [And] present to those 
Englishmen, who are sympathetic towards Italian affairs, the 
progress, the achievement, the objectives of the education 
process in Italy’.

Mazzini, at first, remained in the shadows to avoid 
any possible association between the School and the 
revolutionary political organisation of which he was leader. 
The teachers were unpaid volunteers. Among them were 
such prominent figures as Gabriele Rossetti, Carlo Pepoli, 
Joseph and George Toynbee. The renowned American 
writer and journalist Margaret Fuller addressed the students 
on more than one occasion. Mazzini himself did a share 
of teaching, primarily history and geography, which he 
considered vital in reinforcing the students’ sense of being 
Italian. The popularity and success of the School surpassed 
all expectations. Fifty-one students enrolled on the first 
evening, a figure rising to sixty-five on the second. Mazzini 
was struck by this enthusiasm; he acknowledged that for 
‘[these] poor souls [who] work or carry street-organs about 
all day … it costs a lot to devote two hours to studying’, 
adding that ‘if they come of their own will, this shows their 
typically good Italian character’. 
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Italian nationalism, was an acute and perceptive interpreter 
of the political passions which eventually led to a unified 
Italy, although as a monarchy, under the House of Savoy, 
rather than the republic he had fought for. A precursor 
of his time - a ‘contemporary to posterity’ according to 

prominent republican Giovanni Bovio’s definition - Mazzini 
saw education for the lower classes as an inalienable right 
and a way, perhaps the only way, to achieve emancipation 
and acquire full consciousness of belonging to a spiritual 
community, transcending geographical and political borders 
- a Nation. The anti-fascist historian Gaetano Salvemini, 
himself a political exile and ideological disciple of the 
Genoese patriot, when questioned as to how he wished 
to be remembered, replied unhesitatingly ‘as a teacher, an 
educator’. I like to think that the same answer would have 
been given by his maestro, Giuseppe Mazzini.

Andrea del Cornò is an Italian specialist at the  
London Library

See further:

Del Cornò, Andrea ‘Un ritrovato giornale mazziniano: “Il 
Pellegrino”’, in 
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Hunting for  
Captain Hardcastle

by Alexandra Richardson

He rarely wrote letters home. His occasional articles 
in the press largely remained unsigned. As an adult 
in Italy, he eluded the photographer’s lens as best 
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Grande Guerra: perchè gli Inglesi  
ignorano la partecipazione dell’Italia?

by Fabrizio Biscotti

Perchè gli inglesi e la loro ricerca storica ignorano 
la partecipazione del Regno d’Italia nella Grande 
Guerra? Se chiedete all’inglese della strada neppure 

sa che l’Italia ha combattuto (al loro fianco) nella Grande 
Guerra. No, non stiamo scherzando. Se poi portate un 
amico britannico a fare un’escursione sulle Alpi e gli 
mostrate le trincee e gallerie scavate in quota, probabile che 
cada dalle nuvole quando gli spiegate come mai qualcuno 
s’era preso la briga di fare queste opere a duemila metri 
d’altezza e lungo un fronte di centinaia di chilometri.    

Peggio, negli ambienti accademici o della storiografia 
ufficiale è di fatto rarissimo che si consideri l’Italia nella 
Prima Guerra Mondiale. Basti pensare che la recente 
pubblicazione curata dall’università di Cambridge sulla 
storia della Grande Guerra, tra le migliaia di pagine dedica 
all’Italia solo uno striminzito capitolo. L’unico momento in cui 
vagamente i britannici si ricordano del contributo italiano è 
quando, al pub, scappa la battuta derisoria sullo ‘switching 
sides’ ovvero il cambiare alleanze con l’Armistizio del 1943 e 
prima col Patto di Londra nel 1915; come a dire che di quelli 
sotto certe latitudini non ti puoi fidare. 

Per inciso, nella Grande Guerra il contributo di sangue sul 
piano militare è stato simile: la Gran Bretagna ha avuto 700 
mila morti (900 mila se si includono i territori dell’Impero) 
e l’Italia 650 mila. Senza contare che l’Italia oltre ai morti 
militari ha dovuto contare migliaia di morti tra i civili (per lo 
più friulani e veneti) deportati dagli austroungarici nei campi 
di prigionia durante l’anno di occupazione dopo Caporetto, 
che la Gran Bretagna non ha dovuto soffrire. Questo 
ignorare l’Italia e una questione storica ma soprattutto 
culturale, di non poco conto. 

A livello di ipotesi, una spiegazione che è stata data durante 
una discussione all’Istituto Italiano di Cultura a Londra 
nel 2015 da un relatore inglese è che quando le truppe 
britanniche arrivarono in Italia si era già sul Piave (novembre 
1917 - novembre 1918) e la guerra dell’Italia era ormai 
una guerra difensiva con relativamente poca azione ad 
esclusione delle tre battaglie decisive inclusa quella finale di 
Vittorio Veneto. Quindi, rispetto al fronte occidentale della 
Francia e del Belgio, fatto di continui massacranti attacchi 
e contrattacchi, il Piave del 1917-18 era visto dagli inglesi 
come un fronte decisamente più tranquillo. Questa sorta 
di relativa tranquillità è poi stata trasmessa nei resoconti 
in patria con il risultato che lo sforzo bellico dell’Italia fu 
pressoché ignorato dagli Alleati inglesi, americani e francesi 
al tavolo di pace a Versailles (tragicamente memorabile la 
scena del primo ministro Vittorio Emanuele Orlando che, per 
la frustrazione, esce piangendo dalla sala riunioni). 

Nel mondo anglosassone sia l’esercito austro-ungarico 

che quello italiano vengono dipinti come due formazioni 
militarmente inferiori se non addirittura marginali nel 
contesto bellico. Peraltro sono pochi gli storici anglosassoni 
che si siano occupati del fronte italiano; infatti, solo del 2000 
è il primo libro sul tema per il grande pubblico: Isonzo: The 
Forgotten Sacrifice of the Great War di John R. Schindler 
che comunque mantiene un atteggiamento ipercritico 
riguardo la capacità e le operazioni sostenute dell’esercito 
italiano. Una mera cronaca degli eventi la fa Irving Root 
in Battles in the Alps: A History of the Italian Front of the 
First World War ma è nel 2009 che lo storico inglese Mark 
Thompson pubblica The White War che per la prima volta 
affronta, con il puntiglio tipico di uno storico di professione, 
le vicende sul fronte italiano. Però gli studiosi italiani sono 
divisi tra chi ritiene che sia uno tra i più realistici racconti 
e che andrebbe fatto leggere nelle scuole italiane, e chi 
ne sottolinea le posizioni erroneamente troppo critiche 
nei confronti della tattica militare italiana. Anche se è 
stato pubblicato un numero discreto di altri volumi per il 
Centenario, il fronte italiano continua ad essere visto come 
uno di quelli marginali. 

C’erano pure scrittori di tutto rispetto che inviavano 
descrizione dal fronte ma nessuno di loro rese giustizia alla 
natura terribile del conflitto ed alle dimensioni delle sofferenze 
dei combattenti. Notiamo che il grande scrittore e all’epoca 
inviato del Daily Telegraph, Rudyard Kipling, fu mandato 
sul fronte alpino italiano e ne descrisse alcuni aspetti. Il 
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caduti in montagna fu vittima di valanghe, congelamento 
e malattie legate all’esposizione ad intemperie). Insomma, 
quello che descrisse Kipling non era il fronte ‘giusto’ per dare 
un’immagine di quella che fu la guerra dell’Italia, ovvero il 
Carso: una distesa di rocce da percorrere in salita in cui era 
impossibile usare il badile per scavare trincee, soggetto ad 
una cronica mancanza d’acqua potabile, con pietre le cui 
schegge moltiplicavano l’effetto delle esplosioni e senza ripari 
naturali di fronte alle moderne mitragliatrici da 400 colpi al 
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language and the cultures of both countries.

In the 1920s and 1930s the Institute developed its language 
teaching and became responsible for teaching English to all 
the students of the University of Florence, thus producing a 
generation of English language teachers for Italian schools. 
The growth of the Library in the same period was largely 
thanks to donations from individuals and publishers. 
Summer schools were organised, taking Italian students to 
London and bringing British students to Florence. In May 
1940, following Italy’s entry into the war, the Institute was 
forced to close. In a letter to The Times published in July 
1940, Janet Trevelyan spoke of ‘some far distant date’ when 
‘in a different Italy’ the British Institute, with its ‘magnificent 
library might still find work to do.’ And this it did. The 
Institute reopened formally in 1946, with its Library intact, 
having been protected by the 
Librarian Giulietta Fermi and the 
Swiss Consulate. 

In early 1966 the Library moved 
to its current home in the Palazzo 
Lanfredini on the south side of 
the Arno which, a few months 
later, burst its bank and flooded 
the ground floor. Fortunately the 
damage was limited; many of 
the books had not been moved 
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Sicily on Show 

Venice. The portrait of toothless old age bears the monitory 
inscription Col Tempo, With Time, which is presumably why 
the organisers placed her amongst the allegorical portraits, 
even though she is obviously a real person. La Vecchia was 
first mentioned in an inventory taken in the late 1560s, fifty 
years after Giorgione’s death, as a ‘portrait of the mother 
of Giorgione by the hand of Giorgione’. By the end of the 
18th century she was described as the ‘mother of Titian in 
the manner of Giorgione’. Although very few art historians 
have ever doubted that this wonderful work is by Giorgione, 
it does look very different from the Terris Portrait mainly 
because it is executed with tempera as well as oil and 
on a canvas rather than panel support. The organisers of 
the exhibition, in any case, seem to have encouraged the 
comparison by hanging it next to a door through which one 
could see the Terris Portrait at the same time. Unfortunately, 
the other paintings either given or attributed to Giorgione are 
are not in the same class and don’t look much like either. 

Elsewhere there were some treats and some 
disappointments. Among the former were Lorenzo Lotto’s St 
Jerome from the Louvre, in which the saint’s tiny, vulnerable 
figure is dwarfed by an awesomely forbidding rocky 
landscape reminiscent of Giovanni Bellini’s St Francis in the 
Desert in the New York Frick Collection. Another, attributed 
to Giovanni Cariani, was the fine Portrait of a Young Man 
with a Green Book from San Francisco, a reminder that 

by Susan Kikoler  

Sicily, the island in the heart of the Mediterranean and 
once the centre of its maritime cross-roads, was 
the subject of two major UK exhibitions in 2016: 

Sicily Culture and Conquest at the British Museum and 
Storms, War and Shipwrecks: Treasures from the Sicilian 
Seas at the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. (A further tiny 
exhibition Drawn to Sicily at the British Museum presented 
sketches of its monuments by early visitors on the Grand 
Tour intrepid enough to venture there.) The two major 
exhibitions complimented each other in subject matter and 

it was heartening to 
hear all the curators 
praise the excellent 
collaboration they 
had received from 
the Regione Siciliana. 
Furthermore 
the Ashmolean 
exhibition, first seen 
in Amsterdam, had 
been organised by 
COBBRA, a new 

small portable books were invented in Venice by its most 
successful publisher Aldus Manutius. 

Giovanni Bellini, the teacher of many Venetian painters of the 
younger generation and the first to experiment with the use 
of oil paint, is not well represented; nor is his greatest pupil 
Titian. Titian’s Jacopo Pesaro Being Presented by Pope 
Alexander VI to St Peter from Antwerp, an unconvincing 
composition with pedantic passages, was hung on one 
end wall of the room allocated to devotional works opposite 
the awkward Christ and the Adulteress from Glasgow, a 
painting that has been given over the past two centures 
to a number of other artists including Bonifacio de’Pitati, 
Giorgione, Domenico Campagnola, Domenico Mancini, and 
an anonymous artist. 

The catalogue, which includes many pictures that were 
not actually shown, describes the exhibition as ‘highly 
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support, transported to grace richer Sicilian households. 
New crops were introduced – the Arabs brought sugar to 
Sicily transported in terracotta cones. 

Small portable ovens and musical pipes showed everyday 
life aboard. Merchant vessels often had a crew of only three 
or four to keep down costs. There were amazing Byzantine 
flat-packed ‘build your own chapel’ cargoes of columns 
and pulpits designed to spread Christianity in the time of 
Justinian. But the Mediterranean remained treacherous. 
Voyagers travelled with altars and votive figures like the tiny 
statue of Reshef, the Phoenician god of storms, who in this 
case, singularly failed to keep his believer safe.

The British Museum exhibition focused on the Greek and 
Norman history of Sicily, limited space and the difficulties of 
transporting key objects were overcome by imaginative use 
of photos showing objects within their landscape and the 
selection of representative treasures – the temple remained 
in Sicily but its Gorgon-headed roof-tile grinned impishly 
at visitors. It was also a valuable reminder of the wealth of 
treasures in Sicily’s museums still rarely visited by tourists.

Beginning with the Trinacria, the three-legged symbol 
of the island, and objects from a sophisticated early 
civilisation, including a Picasso-like phallic carved hidden 
doorway from Castelluccio, we are presented with an altar 
with three goddesses which points to the cult of Demeter 
and Persephone in Sicily’s rich agrarian tradition. Sicily 
was famous for its horses, represented by a magnificent 
equine head, and the figure of a charioteer, here fashioned 

to praise the victorious participation of a mighty Sicilian 
tyrant in the Pan-Hellenic games. In the third century BC, 
the tyrant Hieron II of Syracuse, uniting much of Greek 
Sicily, befriended the Romans to negotiate a degree 
of independence. Archimedes designed for him the 
Syracusia, believed to be the greatest Greek ship ever and 
later given to Ptolemy III. Hieron II’s head adorns one of the 
assembled coins as does the image of his wife, Philistis, 
the first Sicilian woman to be so honoured.

Sicily had to import its marble and silver so bronze coins 
were first developed here and limestone quarried for statues 
and temples. Some painted metopes still exist in Sicily, 
having disappeared in Greece, and an original metope from 
Selinunte is finally displayed here for the first time abroad. (In 
1822 Samuel Angell and William Harris, two English visitors 
to Selinunte, had arranged for the metopes to be shipped 
to the British Museum but a local mayor intervened. Angell 
subsequently sent their casts instead).

If Greek Sicily is sculpture and exteriors, Norman Sicily is 
ornament and interiors, dominated by the figure of Roger 
II, seen both as Byzantine Emperor and Caliph, whose 
tolerant multi-ethnic court fostered Sicily’s Golden Age of 
science and art, evidenced by the magnificent mosaics of 
the Palatine Chapel for which Roger brought experts from 
Istanbul, an ivory casket with Christian symbols carved 
by North-African Moslem craftsmen and the quadrilingual 
tombstone of 1149 on 
which the date is given 
in the language of each 
religion according to the 
calendar of that faith. 
Other treasures on display 
include the oldest surviving 
paper document from 
1109 written by Roger’s 
mother, Adelasia del Vasto, 
telling Moslem officers to 
protect the Greek Orthodox 
population at Enna. A 
bust of Frederick II, Stupor 
Mundi, represents the end 
of the dynasty and the exhibition ends looking towards the 
early Renaissance with a jewel-like Madonna and Child by 
Antonello da Messina.

It is to be hoped that these wonderful examples of the 
rich heritage of its culture and history will encourage more 
visitors to Sicily and that they will explore inland as well as 
the main centres. Even today each area has a distinctive 
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The 2015 Leconfield Lecture:  
The Ceramic Museum of Casteldilago

21 October 2015 saw a small but select gathering at a 
joint event of the British Italian Society and The Friends 
of Italian at the Institute of Modern Languages Research 

which took place at the University of London. Having walked 
through the grandeur of Senate House, we found ourselves 
in the slightly less grand surroundings of committee room 
104, where the ever-faithful Dr Katia Pizzi (herself a popular 
performer at past BIS events) introduced the two poets. 

Antonella Anedda was born in Rome but has close links with 
Sardinia, whence her family comes: she told me afterwards 
that she is in fact distantly related to the Sardinian patriotic 
hero, Giovanni Maria Anjoy. In particular, she has spent much 
time in and around the northern archipelago of La Maddalena, 
whence the name of her 2014 volume Archipelago, itself 
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nature of their relationship is something of a mystery), 
and it was Frederick who conferred the title of Count on 
him. Algarotti was interested in the physics of light and 
when he came to England was inducted into the Royal 
Academy. He was a prolific writer on literary and scientific 
subjects, and his slim volume Newton for Ladies makes 
an appearance in Merchants of Light when it is given by 
the Count as a present to Cecilia. Algarotti had developed 
a perfect memory for images when still a young boy 
and his involvement with Tiepolo began when he went 
to Venice as agent for Augustus III, Elector of Saxony 
and King of Poland, to commission works for the King’s 
famous collection at Dresden. Although Algarotti failed in 
his quest to commission any new work, he was able to 
purchase The Banquet of Cleopatra directly from the artist. 
Once again Cecilia appears in the painting, this time as 
Cleopatra. 

In 1750 Tiepolo, together with his sons Lorenzo and 
Domenico, travelled to Würzburg in Germany having 
accepted a commission from the Prince-Bishop Karl Philip 
von Greiffenclau to paint the ceiling of the Imperial Hall in 
the Prince-Bishop’s residence. The Prince-Bishop was so 
delighted with the fresco of Apollo Conducting Beatrice of 
Burgundy to the Genius of Empire that he commissioned 
Tiepolo to paint the entrance staircase to the hall. The work, 
the Allegory of the Planets and the Continents, took 3 years 
to complete and is considered to be Tiepolo’s masterpiece. 
It is the largest surface area covered by fresco painting 
in the world and shows Apollo with deities around him 
representing the planets. Alligators and cannibals represent 

America, camels and pearl-traders Africa, obelisk and slaves 
Asia and Europe is represented by the arts with portraits 
of the Prince-Bishop, as well as of Tiepolo and Balthasar 
Neumann, the principal architect of the Residenz. 

Tiepolo died in Madrid at the age of 74 having travelled 
there with his sons to undertake commissions for Charles 
III. Domenico returned to Venice after his father’s death 
and began to develop his own style moving away from the 
mythological and allegorical subjects of his father. Lorenzo 
remained in Spain, producing pastel portraits on a more 
domestic scale, and died there at the age of 40.

The concluding part of the talk brought us out of the 18th 
century and into the 20th with the arrival in Würzburg of 
American Monuments Specialist Officer, John D. Skilton. He 
had been sent there to assess the damage to the Residenz 
caused by a devastating allied bombing raid in March 1945. 
The roof had been destroyed and much of the interior 
ravaged by the ensuing fire but by no small miracle Tiepolo’s 
frescoes were undamaged. The summer of 1945 was one 
of the wettest that Germany had ever known and the roof 
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The History of the 
Jews in Sicily 
Susan Kikoler, Honorary Director of the British Italian 

Society, began her talk by telling us that there were 
30,000 Jews in Sicily in 1492: more than on the 

whole of the mainland and constituting one fifth of the 
island’s population. They came originally from the Eastern 
Mediterranean, possibly with the Phoenicians or the Greeks, 
and were attracted to Sicily because of its central position in 
the Mediterranean and an ideal point from which to conduct 
commerce with Europe, the Middle East and North Africa. 
By the time of the Romans, Jews were long settled in Sicily 
and, as Cicero witnessed, were exempted from certain 
taxes normally paid to Rome.  

The redoubtable St Paul stayed in Syracuse for three days, 
and in the Catacombs there are some frescoed motifs 
which could equally be Jewish or Christian. Other traces of 
Jewish life include the so-called Grotto of the Artichoke in 
Noto, which in fact depicts a menorah, and in the Castello 
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It could only happen in Venice. You go to visit your friends 
and come across the gates of Eden. However, things are 
not always what they seem and finding the key proved to 

be quite a challenge. This secret garden in the Giudecca 
near the Redentore church was too intriguing not to be 
drawn into it. But it took the Danish translator, writer and 
lecturer, Annemette Fogh, two years and over a thousand 
emails to gain access. 

With a touch of magic, she transported us from the heart 
of Mayfair to the heart of Venice, with the fascinating tale of 
the Garden of Eden and a wonderful evocation of a special 
place and time. We could vividly see a multitude of writers, 
poets, artists and royalty populating the garden. We could 
almost hear their conversations.

But let’s take a step back to the beginning of this adventure. 
It all started in 2008. A chance encounter of Annemette 
Fogh with a mysterious gate, bearing the number 138 on 
Fondamenta Rio della Croce and giving a tantalising glimpse 
into a secret world. The very long red brick wall turned out 






